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Jittery baby boomers, volatile markets and
unstable global economics have created an acute
need for retirement solutions. All of the above has
also put pressure on financial services firms to invest
in creating new solutions, new products and new
tools. Tom Streiff, the executive vice president for
retirement solutions in PIMCO’s Product
Management Team is a thought leader with a
multi-faceted perspective. Tom has been creating
innovative products at PIMCO for the past three

years, and at UBS and Irish Life prior to that. With
a front row seat from every product perspective
(including asset management, insurance, investment
banking and distribution), Tom has a robust view
of the opportunities and issues facing the retirement
income market.
During our conversation, it became clear that
firms need to take a long-term view to make sense
of the allocation of resources to become a leader
in the retirement-income space. The competing
pressures for product providers operating in
concert with distributors to ultimately deliver the
most appropriate solutions to investors makes
navigating this path with a short-term view
impossible.
According to Tom, “some firms have lost patience.
It’s easy to say that you are in it for the long term
until you actually have to be in it for the long term.
The market turbulence of the past decade has eroded
retirement savings and investor confidence.” This
lack of investor confidence affects the demand for
new products and although “the demographic
dynamic will unfold, some firms have been
waiting years and years and years to make real
progress.”
Asset management firms generally have less
patience than insurance companies in Tom’s
experience. “Insurance firms (especially life
insurers) have very long-term perspectives and
much longer product cycles.” This “mismatch of
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time horizons can create tension and ultimately
impact the investment of time, money and even how
success is measured.”
The global financial crisis has caused a multidimensional shift for asset management firms,
insurance companies, distributors and investors. An
observation Tom suggests is that “there has been
a fundamental shift of the assumptions for
insurance and asset management companies. Risks
previously considered unthinkable now have to be
considered.” He further noted that future retirees
are likely to wait longer to retire and some have even
“unretired” if their savings were significantly
battered in recent years.
The expectation mismatch doesn’t stop there,
according to Tom. While the federal government
has added some important illumination to
sustainable life-time income it hasn’t been very
helpful with actual solutions. The age
demographic, expected participation in government
programs like Medicare and Social Security and the
obvious underfunding, and shifting legislative
and regulatory constraints make investment
planning for the long term extremely difficult.
Adding to product design complexity are the
regulatory disconnects between asset
management and insurance and between federal and
state jurisdictions. Additional challenges (and
possible opportunities) exist as the Department of
Labor (DOL) and Department of Treasury also
explore new regulations.
Tom believes that it is critically important to keep
all solution possibilities on the table, especially
given uncertainty in Social Security, the impact of
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inflation, and explosive health care costs. PIMCO’s
position is that the more effort, from as many
stakeholders as possible will be important to
create a healthy retirement-income industry. He
further emphasized that the forming of unique
alliances and partnering will create more idea
generation for solutions.
To further make his point, Tom was comfortable
sharing what PIMCO has done internally. They have
formed a working group which includes key
executives from account management, the DC team,
product management and several other teams.
Working on a retirement program in this way is
unprecedented there, even though PIMCO has an
established, highly integrated culture. He said it is
“sad to see that some companies, heavily invested
in retirement income prior to the crisis, have lost
some of their energy, largely due to unfortunate
timing, and not having enough patience to see it
through… Some of the early energy around
innovation has stalled.”
Tom is hopeful that asset managers, insurers and
distributors continue to innovate and reach markets
and investors through new solutions, education and
advice engines. He said there is “a multi-trillion
dollar underserved market” that will be increasingly
anxious about their own retirement strategies.
“We should be thankful for progress made by
thought leaders in our industry,” said Tom. “We
should want, and indeed welcome our competitors
and partners in the marketplace to do well.”
Finally, Tom believes that “creative solutions and
broad-based education will lead to success for the
industry, but more importantly, better outcomes for
millions of retirees.” ■
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